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GOD’S JUDGEMENT ON NATIONAL SIN
God hates sin. Because He is holy, He has no place for that which is unholy. God judges sin. That
judgement comes upon a nation that once called Him their god but turned away from Him and into
government mandated sin. Our government has sanctioned (officially approved and enforces)
unlimited abortion “rights.” It also has sanctioned most of the homosexual LGBTQ agenda even to
the point of forcing Christian organizations, businesses, and individuals to lay aside biblical values
and submit to that agenda. Sex trafficking and child sacrifice often involves high political leaders
profiting from it.
How does God judge such nations? One way is by neighboring countries attacking; due to our
favorable geographic location, we have been mostly shielded from that. More commonly,
judgements come through nature. Since God created earth, He can control the earth, or “nature”
as we call it, as in “natural disasters.” The insurance companies call such disaster events an “act of
God.” That is their legal term, but most people today do not actually attribute them to God, but
just to nature.
These judgements can also include pestilence (epidemic, pandemic), drought, famine, flood, fire,
great storms (hurricanes, tornadoes), disease on crops, hordes of insects (locusts) that destroy
crops, and other such “natural” events.
America is now experiencing this judgement. The pestilence of corona virus has completely
disrupted our way of living, created economic havoc, and caused so much social tension that many
areas are rife with lawlessness, demonstrations, riots, and all manner of violence.
The entire southeast region is under severe drought which will hinder food production. Much
farmland in the Midwest has been flooded which destroyed standing crops and prevented planting
of new crops. These events could lead to severe food shortages next year in 2021, both in America
and internationally since we are the largest exporter of food to other nations.
Fires have devastated (and still are burning) the entire pacific coast burning millions of acres, killing
many people, and destroying tens of thousands of homes.
Recent years have seen a surge in major intensity hurricanes, each one causing billions of dollars in
damage.
It even appears that a revolution or civil war could be in the making as a coalition of Black Lives
Matter, ANTIFA, and C.A.I.R. are attempting to overthrow our society, government, and economic
system in favor of Socialism and Marxism.
There is only one solution: National repentance. We must pray that God will forgive our nation for
all these sins that have overwhelmed our nation. God is merciful. If enough of us cry out earnestly
to Him in repentance, perhaps He will hear and spare us from destruction.

